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How large waa the UNM
graduating class of 1937 and
how many of them were
women1 For the answer to this
que.stion and those on page 6
~ead Friday's honun:oming

·· · Monday, Octob•r 10 1977
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NeW Sti·cker Fees

f.1f'NGfAL
.\OLLEC'J;'IOM&

. $171,000 •ReveiJ.ue
Expected frOm HikeS
Estelle H: Jtosenbhlm, ,assist~nt
professol' of nursing and Campus
Planning (;ommittee chairman,
said, "All parking recom-.
mendations approved· by the
committee· will be presented to the
Faculty Senate, ASUNM Senate,
and· t'he general ·public for
discussion." She said the dates for
the hearings will be announced.
The committee approved the two
ASUNM S.n11tor O.v• Garcia, flttftJ St.v• Schi'Od•r and m.chllnlclll •ngiiHHII'inl/ prof. MIHidctl
parking fee schedules recomWildin,.
hllld; with .,.Jibound·int.,..t, to the dlscuulon. durlllfltth• C.mp·w P111nnin11 CommittN.
mended· by its parking subWolfgang F. Preiser, associate owned or driven by an employe of
committee to raise the priCe to park in parking sticker fees on the
curre~t
graduated-fee schedule professor of architecture and a any organization. located on UNM
in a zoned parking lot o·n campus.
One schedule asks for a increase basea on yel!rly income. These committee member, presented four property.
parkng fees of $27, $39, $66 and routes for the expanded shuttle bus
The committee also dtscussed
$78 ·would be raised to $36, $52, service. One route would use Yale how to implement their pre'vious
$84, and $96 respectively.
Blvd .. from Tucker Ave. to Central recommendation to make all .
The other recommendel! parking Ave: and would assume a by-pass parking paid.
schedule would set a uniform around the duck pond. Another
One suggestion was the use of
parking fee of $40 for students and route would circle the perimeter of gates manned by parking personnel
the entire North and Central. to collect a daily fee. An~ther
a $60 fee for non-students.
Carney said the recom- campuses. A third route would suggestion was to use mechanical
mendations will probably be modify the circular route to bring gates which would open with the
modified after the . hearings, and the buses back into the center of U$e of a· magnectic card or the
then presented to the UNM campus .. A fourth route would insertion of25 cents.
This previous recommendation
Regents. Previously the regents circle the Central campus and also
asked for more specific recom- reach up to' the North camp\IS ,_ will also affect dormitory students
mendations concerning parking parking lots.
who now receive free parking after
from the · Campus Planning
The committee also approved one semester. .
The planning cornmitee also
committee after the regents' ap- recommendations that .fee narking
proval
'a plan for p~ldng Jm~ would not be· extended into night · heard a proposal to allow the use of
provemepts, Carney said.
parking, that future tenants woqld ·"skateboards
on
campus.
This plan asks for the con-' not be provided any land to be used Skateboards were banned on
struction of one parking structure, . for parking .outside of the UNM campus by the committee at its
improvements to all parking lost, parking system, and all visitors or June 14 meeting.
and increased shuttle bus service.
patients parking at spaces conGuy A. Watson, professor of
The Campus Planning Com- trolled by UNM parking services educational foundations and
mittee agreed upon the expansion would!pay a daily visitor fee or park faculty advisor ~f the ASUNM
of shuttle bus service for the North at a meter.
Skateboard Club, proposed· the use
campus to the Central campus by
The "comn1ittee also approved a of skateboards "during the periods
recommending an increase in the recommendation by the sub- of limited pedestrian traffic,
operating
budget for bus service committee to require a .parking recognizing the pedestrian's right_,. . !f,_''
from $44,000 to $85,000. The sticker on all vehicles parked on lots of-way at all times," and on the
--.,~
_ JL
committee did not decide upon new or spaces controlled by lJNM brick mall area when classes arc not
,
photo• by Phrlll• M. Kwj'tn•r
Wolftl•ll l'telnr, 11a0clllf• diiWCiorof wchltef?t,.
ur• routes.
parking services if the vehicle is in session

By ROBERT ALMY
· LOBO Staff Writer ·
The · Campus Planning Committee has approved the recommendations of its . parking ·sub-·
committee to raise parking sticker
fees and expand shuttle bus service
.
for next year.·
John B. Carney Jr., professor of
civil·engineering and chairman of
the ·parking subcommittee, said the
two recommended · parking fee
schedules are estimated to generate
$171,000 in ·additional parking
revenue · each year to pay · for
parking improvements.
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Federal Aid Benefits Majority

I'

1 .

By MELANIE CARVER
Somewhere between 50 and 60
per cent of all UNM students are
receiving some type of federal
assistance, said John Whiteside~
associate director of student aids,
who is presently acting director of
the program;
Whiteside ..said there are seven.
types of .federal aid available
ONM students: SEOG,. BEOG,
NDSL, NMSL, Specific Major
Programs, LEEP and the College
Work-study Program.
The Supplemental Education
Opportunity G~ant (SEOG) is a gift
aid for students with extreme .
financial needs. · The· basic
requirement for this grant is that
· the student's resources be less than
half of the cost of an education.
The University has been alloted a ·
limited amount of money for the·
SEOG and has already awarded it's
funds for ·the spring semester,
Whiteside said. His department is
now processing the o paperwork
necessary to ascertain the amount
, · offunds received. ·
·
The Sa'sic Education Opportunity Grant (BEOG) ia another
. federal gift aid program. A student
may have mote resources than the'
maximum SEOG limit to qualify
for this grant. Whiteside said that.
UNM's BEOG program is not
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limited by a federal allocation, and,
therefore, any number of eligible
students may make use .of the
program.
''We have an undergraduate
population bet~een 15,000 and
18,000, and only 3,500 to 4,000 are
BEOG recipients," he said. "I'm

sure a larger portiori of that
population is eligible, · but just
haven't applied."
. There are four types of federal
loan programs. available to
students. ·
The National Direct Student
Loan (NDSL) is based on financial

need. The student does not begin
paying the 3 per cent interest on a
loan until nine months after he is
out of schoql, Whit~side said.
The New Mexico Student Loan
(NMSL) has the same repayment
provisions as the NDSL, but in·
terest is incurred at a rate of 7 per

EligillilitY May Change .
ByRACHEL DIXON

~LOBO Staff Wrltet

. Th~ Dept. of Health, Education andWelfare{HEW)
is considering changes in requirements for federal aid
to students eligible for aid. Two changes would make
. 'b'l" · · · · ~
· d.
· h'l.
h
-d
eItgt 1 tty . eas1er .or stu ents w a e anot er wou1_
make eligibility more difficult, said John Whiteside,
• t ·d' · t · fS ·d tF'
· IA'd
assocaa_e arec oro tu en m~ncta l . .
.
..
If approv~ h.Y HEW, the_pohcy ~hange ~ould only
affect . student~ ~h~ are changmg thear parentdependent classlficlatlon to the self-support category,
he said.
· The changes consist of three possible options, of
which any or all may be instituted. Whiteside said ·he
expec~s a decision on the policy change by 1979, but the
exact date couldn't be pinpointed. The change will
become effective when the decision is reached.
~
· .The options are:.
-· A student presently. trYing to establish seif.:.
support classification for financial aid may not live
more than .two con-.utive weeks with his parents, in·
the _calendar year ... fore the academic year, to be
eligible for the aid; The HEW proposal would· increase
·
the two-week period to six weeks.

..:.,,._<t~

-- A student presently eligible for aid may not
receive $600 or more from his parents in the calendar
ye~ before the academic year. The HEW proposal
would increase the amount to $750.
. . . A. 't d. . t . . . tl. · -1• 'b.1 f a· 'd may not be
-s u en presen y e tgt e or 1 . •
.
-1 • d .
t
d d t'
by his parents for the
c altmde as a ba~ e tube IOndem·· ·c year The HEW.
caen ar year eaore e aca
1
•
proposal would increase the one-year period to two
years. This proposal wiil make eligibility for financial
'd
d'fficuit Whiteside said.
·
31
more 1 · •
The three option; for the change wer~ made after a
two-year study on stuqent assistance progtams by a
federal commission.
The study concluded that money· for a student's
education is "moving in the direction of federallyfunded programs,'j Whiteside said. He said that, in
the past, parents. had assumed more financi!ll support
for their children's education •
The pelicy proposals are the result of an "apparent
change in philosophy of (amily responsibility to post•
secondary education," Whiteside said.

cent. The requirement for this loan
is that the student's family's ad-·
justed gross income is under
$25,000, he said.
Whiteside said that there are also
federal loan programs for students
in specific majors. Students who
are majoring in nursing, pharmacy,
!Jr attending medical school may
apply on the basis of financial need.
He said there is a 7 per cent interest
rate on repayment of these loans.
The Law Enforcemnt Education
Program (LEEP) is a federal
grant/loan program for graduate
students in major fields that
complement law enforcement;
Whiteside said.
To be eligible, students must be
fulltime employes . of a law enforcement agency and at least
parttime students.
The LEEP program is basically a
grant, however, if a student leaves
the law enforcement field within
two years of graduation, he must
reimburse the LEAA. (the loan
sponsors) at 7 per cent interest,
Whiteside said.
The cbllege work-study program
is another form of federal aid •
Students who show financial need ·
may review the job lists in the workstudy office and be refferred for an
interview. The students may work

~-~,~·--..:.----~_:._:_•......;;.__;.:_•• ..:..·__. ..:.··-"·:-;'-'·~ ........- ....---.----~-·- - - ' _____ ...__::_:_ _ _ ~_:. ___ ~.f_ ~-~~.. -~-: -- _:____~ __:_:/~·-~---·.. ' •.
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Arms Talks
.

WASHINGTON (UPI) --The

--l Soviet Union has not responded to
~ U.S. efforts to discuss mutual

o

restraints on weapons sales to other

o countries, government sources say.

'B

The Soviet cold shoulder means
-.,.-.::;: more pressure on President Carter's
~ promise to limit the arms race.
z The sources said the question of
...; formal d.iscussions was brought up
1;:, by Secretary of State Cyrus Vance
.0:. last month, in meetings with Soviet
Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko.
Carter also discussed arms sales
and his concern in general terms·
with Gromyko. Jhere have been a
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Bakke Forum Stirs HotEmotions~"-

By Soviet Cold Shoulder
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series of contacts at lower levels as
well, but sources said there has been
no response from the Russians.
Carter
announced
policy
guidelines last May that declared,
"the United States must take steps
to restrain its arms transfers"
because 'a spiraling Jlrms 'race
threatened world peace. ·
Hepromised that sales for fiscal
)978, which started Oct. 1, would be
reduced from those of the past 12
months, now estimated to be about
$9.8 billion. The United States i.s
the world's No. 1arms supplier with
much of the volume in the Middle
East, particularly Israel.
Pending deals involve a $1.2
billion proposal to sell advanced
warning radar planes-to Iran, topof-the-line FIS. fighter planes to
Saudi Arabia, and transport planes
to Egypt.
The Soviet Union, No. 2 in
worldwide sales, had a record $2.5
billion year in 1976, according to ·
CIA estimates.
These sales, which military
experts say involve more weapons
than the United States could
provide for the same money, gave
the Russians a greater military role
in Peru and also involved "unprecedented" support to Iraq.
State Dept. official Leslie Gelb,

head of an interagency group to
discuss the subject with ·the
Russians, told defense contractors
last June there were plans to open
l'ormal talks in late summer or early
fall.
.
The subject was first brought up
when Vance went to Moscow last
March with proposals to set up
"working groups" on several armsrelated issues.
While there have been promising
negotiations in some areas -- such
as limiting military activi.ties in the
Indian Ocean and banning chemical
weapons -- there have been no
developments on this one.

By United PreSf,; Jnternati~nal

$22 Billion Tax Cut Expected
THURMONT, MD. --·The 'tax package President Carter plans to
submit to Congress is "most likely" to in.clude a tax cut totaling $22
billion for individuals and businesses, an administration source said
Sunday.
The source said the reduction was expected to be $15 billion for the
public and $7 billion for business.

Pope Proclaims Hermit a Saint·

Pentagon sources say . the·
Russians still regard arms transfers
as an important means of political
influence on other countries and
progress is unlikely. Restraints do
not have the same priority with the
Soviets 'as . with the Carter administration, says a State Dept.
official.
Administration pessimism was
reflected in a report to Congress in
July in which Carter said, "It will
be most difficult to achieve the
cooperation of Communist suppliers" and there would be increased demands from U.S.
customers as a result.

.

By BILL ROBERTSON
Emotions ran high at the Bakke
Forum at the UNM Law School. A
throng of students, faculty and the
general public numbering close to
. three hundred watched .and particip-ated in the debate on reverse
discrimination and affirm<~tive
action.
The crowd and the majority of
the panel were .decidedly proaffirmative action and anti•Bakke,
but this didn't stifle debate. The
panel members were: Cruz·
Reynoso, California Court of
. Appeals Justice; Paul Phillips, a
local attorney and past chairman of
the New Mexico American Civil
Liberties
Union;
Raymond
Hamilton, an attorney· from the
Public Defender's Office; Assoc.
, Dean Peter Winograd of the UNM
· School of Law and Asst. Law
Professor Pamela Minzner. Assoc.
Professor of Law Leo Romero
moderated the forum.
Of the five panelists, Reynoso
was the most vocal.· He said, "I
believe it is totally unaccept~tble to
have. professions
such as law and
.
medtcme insufficiently represented
by minorities:" He said it is the
responsibility of school administrators to ensure that ·their
school's admissions policies reflect

YA TICAN CITY -- Pope Paul VI declared a 19th-century Lebanese
hermit monk a saint Sund'ay, choosing the occasion to note recent
events in the Middle East are throwing a serious shadow over chances
for peace.
The canonization of St. Charbel Makhlouf was the first ever
performed in the Vatican for a member of an eastern rite church since
the vatican proclaimed new sainthood procedures four centuies ago.

Cuba: Under the Weather WASHINGTON -- An FBI report says Cuban espionage agents
operating in the United States and Canada gave limited help to the
Weather underground in the li!te 1960s and early 1970s, it was reported
Sunday.
·
The militant antiwar organization also received some technical aid
from North Vietnam, according to the 400-page report, but the FBI
found no evidence that the Soviet Union or China ever tried to stir up
U.S. dissidents, the New York Times reported.

are clearly qualified -- there simply
isn't enough space to go around."
. Phillips, arguing for Bakke, said
"Is it not just as wrong to exclude a
member of the majority because of
his race? You cannot end racism by
being racist."
"I believe in the 1 rights of individuals, and we're dealing llere
with an individual's right to be a
doctor," he said.
Minzner said, ''I would hope the
Supreme Court can decide that a
broader criteria for admissions can
be used, and law and medical
school admissions committees can
find bette( ways of predicting
lawyer and doctor quality."
Phillips cited figures. At the
University of California's Davis
Medical wschool, the average grade
point average of minority apLOBO photo by
plicants was 2.62, while Alan
Bakke's was 3.5. While Bakke's
Pailel(sts debate the 'Bakke decision' in the UNM Law School
general score on the Medical
imbalance present in today's ·actions that try to lessen the the reason they were rejected. But, College Admissions Test was 72,
society.
blistering effects of 200 years of he said, "That argument doesn't ·the average score among minorities
racial discrimination and op- hold water because the percentages was 33.
Hamilton attacked the California pression in America."
minorites in American
0 f
Supreme Court, which ruled in
f
"If affirmative action programs
pro essional schools is still very
favor of Bakke against the
Winograd predicted that if the low."
are abolished, the composition of
University of California. ·He 3aid, Supreme Court rules in favor of the
law school classes would be very
"In its worst light, the decision by University of California, af- . Th~ problem, Winograd said, is different,': Winograd said.
the court is a carefully constructed firmative action programs will be mainly due to a lack of space in "Minority applicants, as a group,
manifesto designed to impair or viewed by some rejected (non- professional schools. ''Most tend to have lower scores on ad-
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'From all Walks of Life'
Editorial

Qy LORI LACEDONI~
LOBO Staff Writer
Battered
and
displaced
homemakers come from all walks
of life, and one of the highest
.percentages can be found in
southern California according to a
study done by Anne D' Arcy among
military and college graduates
married to foreign students,

..

•

Strike Two, ~usk
Mayor-elect David Rusk has held that title for less than a week and
he's already got two strikes against him in our scorebook.
Last Wednesday, the day. after the election, 'State Rep. Rusk announced at a news conference that he had sent a letter t9 New Mexico
Gen. Toney Anaya asking for a legal opinion on whether Rusk could
serve as statE;J legislator and mayor of Albuquerque at the same time.
Strike one. At the same news conference, he also stated that the only
person he was sure to replace at City_ Hall was Ch!_ef Administrative
Officer Frank Kleinhenz. Strike two.
BUT LET'S TAKE first things first. Rusk thinks he can be an effective lobbyist for the city by hanging around with his pals in Santa Fe
during the legislative session.
We don't doubt that Rusk was an effective legislator. during his time
in Santa Fe, but we'd like to ask Mr. Rusk, who is going to be running
the city while he is in Santa Fe? One of.the reasons Rusk gave for
getting rid 9f Kleinhenz was that he felt the CAO had become too
powerful and Rusk criticized Mayor Harry Kinney for l!')tting things get
out of his control. Rusk argued that the people elected Kinney to run
the city, not Frank Kleinhenz.
Okay folks, then if Mr. Rusk is going to run the city because his CAO
won't have as much power, and Mr. Rusk wants to spend his time in
Santa Fe, then who in God's name is going to run this city? The
secretaries? Or does Mr. Rusk plan on running things by long distance?
AND IF MR. RUSK is going to spend so rpuch time in Santa Fe,
what do we need with a city laison officer lobbying at the legi~lature? Is
the city in such poor shape at the roundhouse that we need double
coverage?
Mr. Rusk should also seriously evaluate what he could achieve in
Santa Fe. We believe Albuquerque needs a fulltime mayor, not a
parttime legislator and parttime mayor.
WE ALSO DONT have any qualms with t_he decision to replace Mr.
Kleinhenz. This is simply. politics and politics is a dirtY game. But, we
believe Mr. Rusk could use a few lessons in tact before he takes office.
Frank Kleinhenz was one of the best public servants the City of
Albuquerque has ever been fortunate enough to have.
Instead of announcing that he was going to boot Kleinhenz out 1into
the street, Mr. Rusk could have met privately with Kleinhenz and they
could ha~·e made some kind of joint announcement with Rusk making
the accolades and Kleinhenz announcing that he would step down.
Instead, the rude Mr. Rusk forced Kleinhenz into a situation whereby he
announced Thursday that he would resign one day before Rusk took
over. It was a very ugly scene that could have been avoided.
Kleinhenz did an excellent job as CAO and deserves better than the
treatment he got from Rusk.
Mr. Rusk should straighten out his act before he gets into City Hall.

Too often in the course of everyday events, we tend to complain all
too loudly about the things that bug us, and we're all to quiet about the
things we like and take for granted.
IT OCCUR ED to us last week and during Saturday night's football
gameihatthe UNM Campus Police are one of the best things about this
University. Most of the officers go about their jobs effectively and
quietly. By and large, they don't hassle the students and are very low·
key when conducting investigations or enforcing new regulations.
It takes a special kind of cop to deal with college students who are
generally wary of guys in uniforms. Unfortunately, some students tend
to look for trouble when police are around, but our UNM police are
quite adept at heading off potentially troublesome situations.
TO BE SURE, there is still crime around campus, but one look at the
list of campus crimes each week shows that most of the crimes
committed are due to the victim's negligence. Most of the burglaries
committed in campus offices are due to doors being left unlocked.
Violent crimes on campus are way down and with new lighting in
some areas, the campus is becoming a safer place at night. We still
need improvements in some areas, but things are getting better.
The campus police do a good job and it's not often they receive
praise. So here it is. Keep up the good work.

LOBO edltorfal phone 277·5656
LOBO Editorial Stafi:
Editor-in-chief: Tim Gallagher
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
News Editor: Dolores Wood
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EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials fepresent a majority opinion of the LOBO editorial
board. All other columns, cartoons, lind letters represent the opinion of the author and do
not necessadly reflect the view of the editorial board.
LETIERS: Letters to 'the editor must be typed, and signed wlth the author's name,
signature address, and telephOne number. _Letters to _the editor should be no longer than
300 word~ although exceptiOns wUI be made if ,the topic warrants so. Only the name of the
author will be printed and names Will not be withheld.
OPINIONS: Opinions must by typed and signed with the author's natne, signature, ad·
dress and telephone number. Opinions should be no longer than 500 words. Only the name
of a•Jthor will be printed and names will not be WithhQid.
. ·
All submissions become the property of the New Mexico Dalfy LOBO and will be edlfed
only for length or pc:>Ssi,Piy Obelous content. If any changes are made, the author will be con•
tacted to diScus~ Changes.
.

DOONESBURY

Tusk- Tusk Letter
Editor:
d'
Ad · t dl
1 am writing this letter to clear up a misunderstan mg.
m1t e Y
Nancy Harris did not receive the most polite answer when she asked
where the ivory we do our scrimshaw on is from. Nevertheless, she
should not assume because she was told "It's from Africa," th9t our
·
ivory is illegal or smuggled into this country.
If we had known Nancy's concern we would have explained to her
that the little ivory we have was· purchased bef?re the African eleph?nt
was considered enough of an endangered spec1es to warrant regulatiOn
of ivory in this country. However we obtained an affadavit from the
retailer containing the import recorD number; customs entry date and
number; and the Republic of Kenya Wild Animal P~otection Act permit
lawful export number.
·
Elephants do die of natural causes in elephant graveyards all over
Africa with .each elephant leaving behind its' tusks. Therefore it is
unjust to accuse everyone with ivory of contributing to the possible
•
.
extinction of elephants.
1am sorry for this misunderstanding. Thanks for the compliment on
my art work and my partner's teeth.
Teresa Hill

Editor:
The New Mexico Public Interest Research Group (NM PIRG) fully
endorses NORML's (National Organization for the Reform of Marijuama
Laws) initiative drive to decriminalize possession of small amounts of
marijuana in Albuquerque. Decriminalization would remove the criminal
sanctions for possession of one ounce or less of marijuana. The penalty
would be a civil code violation carrying a $25fine.
WE support the decriminalization measure for reasons carefully.
presented in a research report entitled, ''The Apparent Impact of
Marijuana Decriminalization of Marijuana Consumption." The report is
authored by Lance Christy of the New Mexico State Dept. of Hospitals
and Institutions.
The report indicated that the average cost per marijuana arrest in
New Mexico is about $ j ,393 or almost $4 million in 1976 to process
2,863 marijuana violations. Because almost one-third of marijuana
arrests in New Mexico occur. in Albuuquerque we could anticipate a
savings of approximately $800 due to decriminalization. This figure
does not include savings to the Correc\ions Dept. in parole, probation
-or incarceration costs.
In addition, law enforcement officials would have more time to
monitor more important civil and criminal activity in the city once
decriminalization occurs. NM PIRG finds these two reasons warrant the
decriminalization of possession of small amounts of marijuana. ,
While NM PIRG fully endorses marijuana decriminalization, we are
not endorsing marijuanause. Chronic marijuana smoking has some of
the same ill effects on health as tobacco.
Also, as proponents of marijuana decriminalization we support the
legislation against the operation of motor vehicles or aircraft While
intoxicated on marijuana, just as in the case of alcohol, because it is a
demonstrably dangerous practice to others.
In conclusion, we urge all residents of Albuqueruqe to consider this
matter and support the initiative. Decriminalize marijuana now.
.
-·
NMPIRG

Drlvers Beware

Asst. News Editor: D.M. Flynn
Photo Editor: Wendell T. Hunt
Spdl1s Editor; Peter Madrid
Arts Editor. George Gesner
Copy E'dltor : Koren Wal!!ton
Ad Manager:FrankSalazar

-

Editor:
Responding to the letters of Ms. Lundt and Ms. Badeaux, it has long
been my opinion that sUch. action as the women suggest should be
taken. However, I feel that in addition, permanent signs be placed at
the crosswalks informing the motorist of his responsibility to stop for
.
'
pedestrians.
Signs cimllar to this are used during the State Fair quite effectively. In
fact, I dimly recall seeing a sign posted here on campus several years
ago concerning this issue. Perhaps f am mistaken, but a check with the
administration on your part would be appreciated and most informative.
Steve Sullivan

Many wives feel, the cartoon
therapist said, once it happens the
first time, it will never happen
again. But D'Arcy said, "once it
does happen, it will happen again
and each time it will get worse, It's
like the boy that cried wolf, the
husband kn9ws that his wife is
afraid and he will batter her in
order to manipulate her." The
secret shame of the middle class
D'Arcy said, is that they don't want
publicity.
Many women who put up with
these severe beatings turn to alcohol
and 50 per cent develop chronic
anxiety neurosis, she said. Chronic
anxiety neurosis describes women
who are afraid to walk out of the
house,
Wives pui up with battering
because they feel there is no other
way out. They are unsuccessful at
finding jobs of $400 a month
(considered the survival level)Some have been looking for many
years.
She explained the normal pattern
that many wives are in today.
"First of all many marry and have
no skills. If they are battered or for
some reason the marriage doesn't
work out, they get jobs such as file
clerking which last about two weeks
to three months. After this til)le
they are fired for not producing and
then the pattern starts all over
again." She added, "Many of these
women are not experienced in
secretarial-type jobs but their main
experience is in child care."
D' Arcy described a center in
Oakland for displaced and battered
women. They get $600. to $700 a
month plus free room and boarc!.
In the Oakland center the woman
are trained to be Para-legal
counselors and their job is to
council other women on divorce
and related problems.

Anne D' Arcy, cartoon writertherapist for battered woman
research said wife beating was one
of the major reasons for the breai\up of marriages.
D' Arcy has a degree in medical
psychology and journalism. She
had planned on devoting her life to
being a reporter in medical
economics. But after she graduated
iaBo ·photo . by D, m. Flynn
from college, six of her girl friends
Anne D'Aroy
got married and four of
them became battered wifes. She anything else he could and returns
said, "The stories I heard were to his country. This way he does jlot
horrendous and . my friends have to pay alimony or support the
couldn't get any kind of help or tell children since in the Moslem culture
anyone beause they were afraid of the mother raises the children. It is
· ruining their husband's image. also difficult, D' Arcy said for a
Another of Arcy's friends married person W'om a different country to
a black judge and his friends from get used to American ways and the
Ethiopia beat her up while the fact of only having one wife while
judge continued to treat .her with many of their fathers may have had
respect. At that time D' Arcy three or four.
Another case might be that the
became interested and decided to
investigate why professional men husband does not want his wife to
discipline the children. In such a
were battering their wives.
D' Arcy stated case after case in case the husband would beat his
which husbands batter their wives wife in front of the children to show
due to stress from jobs. Husbands them that he is on their side. The
who work midnight to eight shifts mother loses total control, for when
are prone to beat up their wives she goes to discipline the children
because of on-the-job stress and ·they say, "If you hit me I'll call
trivial matters. Another case for daddy and he'll come home and
battering is that the husband feels beat you." In many cases thee
his wife might say the wrong thing father and daughter team up
to one of his business associates and together against the mother, she
he might feel that his job will be said.
·jeopardized.
Wife battering has been inD' Arcy received two calls from creasing D' Arcy said. It is even on
American college graduated the increase with senior dtizens.
married to men front the Mosleni She reported seven cases of person
culture. In both cases the husband over 75 years old hitting each other.
The majority of women put up
began beating his wife after a few
with
wife battering anywhere from
months of marriage. Problems
eight
to 13 years. They generally
arose, D' Arcy said since Moslem
wait
to
leave their husbands D' Arcy
men do not want their children
or
for the children to reach
said
raised out of Moslem society. He
usually takes the children and high school. The average age is 42.

Soften Pot Laws

A Good Job

SoothesBattered Wives
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hours a week at least at a
minimum wage of $2.35 an hour,
he said.
To apply for SEOG, NDSL,
• NMSL, LEEP, work-study, and the
special majors program, a student
must complete a needs analysis
form, he said. Theis· form is
evaluated
by
the
College
Scholarship Service, which operates
on a national level. These aids are
campus based, meaning the
University recieves a limited
allotment from the federal
government, he said.
The BEOG program relies on a
different needs analysis form which
allows a higher income base for
eligibility, Whiteside said.
Both systems evaluate a student's
financial need on the basis of
parental income, assets, family size,
and the number of family members
attending post-secondary in-

st1tut10ns. The student's resources
are balanced with the cost of
education to determine the size of a
student's award, he said.
A students's resources are not
evaluated on the basis of family
income if the student has
established self supporting status, .
Whiteside said. To establish this
status, a student must be able to
prove he meets three major
requirements.
The first requirement is that the
student may not have resided with
his parents for more than two
weeks in the past year.
The student can not be claimed as
an income tax exemption by his
parents in the last or present year.
The student must not have
recieved $600 or more in support
from his family in the last or
present year.
1
Whiteside said that a student may
receive any combination, of !\lese.
.,
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MOPEDS
Benilli ·with rear shocks, speedometer
Garelli ·two speed model
Columbia- only moped made in U.S.

1385
1569

1499

CYCLES EAST
10722 Central SE
Open 12:00-6:00pm Tues thru Fri
Saturday open all day

Oct 11: meeting, 7:30 PM, Elliots Nest
Oct 21: membership party
for information call 265-59111

D' Arcy has received phone call
after phon.e call in which the
speaker describes of how husbands
beat their first wives and not their
second wives. She clarified this by
saying, "the first wife was usually a
clerical worker, they had nothing in
common and she was dependent on
him and so he used her as a

.. Federal Aid
j
l

doormat," She said the difference "'On her own.
Through her study D' Arcy
is, that the She said the difference
is,. that the second wife was usually concluded that military, executive
a co-worker equal in pay and and professional men are at the top
position. The husband knew that if of the list for beating their wifes.
he mistreated the second wife she Secondly she rated blue collar·
!cont. on pago $)
could easily walk out and survive

~
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federal aids, the only limitatiOil
being financial eligibility.
A sutdnet must maintain a grade
point average of at least 2.0 to keep
receiving federal aid awards,
Whiteside said.
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Bookstor Clinic Rejuvenates
Spirit
of
Endurance
1
~!!!!:mf!~~~!
~!~!
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~. Nazi Party Batt~es
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The Cultural Program Committee
The UniversityofNew.Mexico

By JAMES SM;ITH
party chanting "White poWer" battled oponents in two violent weekend
LOBO Staff Writer
.g incidents in California.
"Rejoice, we conquer," the dying Phillippides .Proclaimed before a
;_
Ten party members marched into a rally in an Oakland park where3,000
·
crowd in Athens after running more than 20 mi.les to relay news of the
~ persons were demonstrating Saturday against White engineer Allan
Greek victory over Per&ia at the Battle of Marathon in 490 B. C.
Cl Bakke's court move to enter a Univer-sity of Callifomia madical school on
A SO year-old marathon runner who teaches at the UNM School of
8 grounds he was barred because of a minority admissions program.
Medicine
has organized the first "New Mexico Marathon Clinic," which
A new bookstore which would
]
In San Jose, meanwhile, Nazis who had gained a rally permlt in an
embodies
that
spirit of endurance.
"" · uproarious city council seesion clashed with foes in an egg, rock and fist- serve the medical and law students
Dr. Otto Appenzeller, professor of medicine and neurology, said the
is scheduled to be opened at the
~ throwing brawl Saturday in which eight persons were arrested.
.
clinic is designed to strengthen the legs and muscles "predominately of
beginning
of
the
spring
semester,
Z
There were bloody noses and other injuries in the ·Oakland incident,
those who are physically unfit.· It is not for the super athletes,'' he said.
UNM bookstore manager A. 0.
vS which began when the group of Nazis, wearing brown shirts and boots,
"l wHI advise participants of the proper training, sleeping and dieting
Jackson
has
said.
~ · marched into the ant-Bakke rally in San Antonio Park in drill formation,
ha])its
necessary for the good way of life, so they can develop the enThe new bookstore, on the
~ shouting "White power now" and carrying signs saying, "Bakke equals'
durance
and physical capacity·to run 26 miles, " he said.
North campus across from the
White power."
.
Appenzeller
said he made a personal commitment to running so he
''We came to voice our support for the Bakke decision," said Dan Basic Science Building, will could improve the quality of his life, "Although it may not extend the life
replace the . medical and law
Stewart, B7, a Los Angeles leader of the Nazi contingent.
span, it is healthy for the body and mind," he said.
In protesting the California Supreme Court decision's upholding Bakke, bookstore at Marble and StanAs a competitor .jn the Boston Marathon, Honolulu Marathon and the
which will be reviewed this week by the U.S. Supreme Court. Alameda ford, which is in a two-car g;:u:age Loridon-Brighton Race, Appenzeller ·realized that commitment. He
of
a
house
owned
by
the
County supervisor John George told the rally, "We, the people of this
averaged a oistance run of more than 26 miles during each foot race.
.
nation, come not to praise the Bakke decision but to bury it. So long as University.
"In 1974 I ran 100 kilometers (62 1/2 miles) with 4,000 competitors in
The
new
bookstore
is
in
the
there are slums for people to live in, people in want of decent homes and
Biehal,
Switzerland, he said. The race began through the mountains at 10
basement
of a building which also
jobs, we must fight decisions like Bakke's.".
p.m.
l
placed
143rd out of 4,000 runners."
In San Jose, a group called the Equal Rights Committee held a rally at contains the health sciences, and
The
marathon
race was introduced during the Modem Olympics in 1896
the same time and in the same park as the Nazis. The crowd hurled dozens includes family practice, com- in Athens, Greece. The long distance run was_intended to rekindle the
muntiy medicine and psychiatric
of eggs at the Nazis, but they reained on the platform.
centers.
Cost for the four-story legendary spirit of Philippides, who died of exhaustion immediately after
The San Jose City Council had first granted. the Nazis a rally permit,
relaying his victory message.
then revoked it, and then, in a stormy session, granted it again after building was $250,000, University
The "New Mexico Marathon Clinic" is open to anyone who is interested
Architect Bob Schmidt said.
deciding that denial would be an infringement of the right to free speech.
in long-distance running·. However, participants under the age ofl8 should
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - L h a v e a parental consent form.
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UNM to Take a Stand
Navy Officer.
You Get Responsibility
UNM Provost McAllister Hull Casso, president or the National
The Moment You
will be meeting with civic leaders Institute
of.
Professional
today to discuss a compromise Development, satd.
Get The Stri·pes.
proposal developed by the
Under
the
proposal,

The College Compromise

A lot of companies will offer you an im·
portant sounding title.
But how many offer you a really im·
portant job?
. ...
In the Navy, you get one as soon as you
earn your commission. A job with respon·
sibility. A job that requires skill and leader·
ship.
There are positions open in nuclear
power, civil engineering, aviation and
business management for qualified in·
dividuals.
Starting salary is $11,000 with bonuses in
select fields.
·Sign up for a personal interview at the
placement office Oct. 11th & 12th or send
resume to Officer Programs Officer, Box 8667,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87108.
·

Chamber of commerce subcommittee on the much discussed
Albuquerque community college.
-The proposal calls for a comprehensive and independent
community college Dr. Henry
'

•••

collaboration with the community
college.
.
Provost Hull IS expected to
deliver UNM's position to. the
Albuquerque's Technical- ChamberofCommercetoday.Hull
Vocational Institute (T-VI) would said he feels that although no
act as an integral part of the solution is the soundest, the
col?mu~ity college, Casso said. The Chamber .of Commerce proposal
Umvers1ty of Albuquerque and may be a VIable one.
UNM, he said, would be in direct
Hull also said that the Chamber
may have changed its position since_
last week when the compromise
proposal was announced.
Under the proposal "all entities
and personell will aid in conthe stress of relocating and the structing this need for the comfrustrationofnot finding a job.
munity," Casso said referring to
both UNM and U fo A personnel
Men complllin that women don't and facilities.
walk out. D'Arcy sai~, "women. Larry German, board president
demand love ~nd affe~t10n ~nd the ofT-VI, said he personally agrees
man reacts With phystcal vwlence with the Chamber's proposal as the
when a woman demands love." She best solution for the entities
added, "Some men block the concerned.
Governor Jerry Apodaca wants
feeling or ;:u:e unable of showi~g
love and tenderness because of the1r all parties concerned to reach an
jobs. Woman ;:u:e used to b~i~g agreement on the matter before the
hugged and loved and held. ~h1s IS 1978 legislative session, Richard de
what sets a man off. VIOlent Uriarte, Apodaca's press aid, said.
tempers surface because the man The 1978 legislative session begins in
was taught to repress and his ·January.
feelings build up like a volcano
when affection is demanded. The
more a man rejects his wife's love
and affection the more she needs it
and demands it and he hits her to
avoid it. It's like an atom bomb
relationship," she said.

Battered Wives

(cent. from ptllgo 6)

workers and thirdly unemployed l
and unskilled. She did state that she
has received more call froms the
upper-middle class. Some of the
highest professions lawyers,
engineers and psychologists have
very high degrees of wife battering.
In her findings she stated southern
California as the highest in
displaced homemakers and wife
battering.Some who move there
from the East break down under

&TBILISI POLYPHONIC CHOIR
80 DANCERS, SINGERS AND MUSICIANS

OF THE GREAT DANCE ENSEMBLES INW1ETHE
WORLD"
i.\ll!iES, N.Y. liMES

Saturday, October 29- 8:15pm
Tickets- 89.00, 7.50, 6.00
UI\IM Students _:l/2 Priee

COME CELEBRATE

THE QUEEN'S

.. JUBILEE YEAR
COMPANY OF
80 OF THE
QUEEN'S OWN
FOOT GUARDS

A PAGEANT
OF POMP
AND
CEREMONY

Many times women can't leave or
have an affair because they feel a
marriage committment, D' Arcy
said.
Many battered woman can't talk
about it so she will have them draw
cartoons to work out their own
solution. In the cartoons the actual
situations are drawn along with the
dialogue and this is called cartoon
therapy.

ORCA
The Office of Research
O.nd Consumer Affairs of
ASUNm invites .YOU to call
or d(op b.Y with an.Y consumer problems, landlord':'
tenant problems. com. plaints, bitches, gripes,
headaches,_ or heartbreaks. For help or more
information contact ORCA.
Room 251 in the SUB. 277-

2336

·'THE
REGIMENTAL BAND
OF 1-IER MAJESTY'S

THE PIPES, DRUMS
& DANCERS
OF HER MAJESTY'S

Sto~

Grenadier

Guardj

6JUJ~
'

ursday, November 3 - 8:
. At The UNM Arena
.
Tickets- Reserved chairs 85.00
General Admission 83.00
Students, Faeulty/Staff
P1.•iee
'

,

Monday, October 31- 8:15pm
.Tickets- 87 .00, 6.00, 4.00
UI\IM Students :l/2 Priee

Travel Adventure Film
"All Aboard
For Siberia"
Sunday, October 16-7:30 p.m.
Tickets- Adults 82.00
Students, Fae/Staff
5 :1.50

Children's Theater
"AL~onFor

Androcles"

..,

Sat., Sun., Nov. 5,6-1:30 & ~:30
Tickets- ·81.24 Ad vance
s1.50_at the door
.

.

.

No Phone Orders Please
Tel. 277-3121 for Info.
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Bob Welt, Jeuy Gc:uclo. and Donna. Godchaux.

WHO'S WHO
Among Students In American
Universities And Colleges
.

Applications are now available and may be picked up at the Student ~c:tivities Center, Ist noDI', New
Mexico Union Building, Anyone currently enroll~d at UNM who Ua junior, ~nior or gro~~dum!e student
in good standing(2.0 or higher) with hislhcrcollcge b eligible ro apply. Groups may submit the vames of
individuals thoy Ceel are particularly deserving .os well as individuals submitting their own appllcatitms.

'

Return Your Application To The
Student Activities Center, 1st Floor,
New Mexico Union Building

Deadline: Friday, October 14, 1977 at 5 p.m.

By ROBERT SPIEGEL
There's nothing like a Grateful
Dead ·concert. In the last 10 years
this statement has become
somewhat of a cliche, and
.JUStifiablY' so.
The Dead's music bas always had
as much to do with spirit as musical
proficiency. And though they lean
towards stronger musicianship on
their recent album, Terrapin
Station, their spirit was strong for
the 7500 people at the Arena Friday
night.
The four-hour show covered a
!t~rge pt~rt of their career, including
most of Terrapin Station. And, as
always with the Dead, they played
songs they've never recorded such
as an appropriate version of "El

Paso."
Though they did fine jobs of the
material from Terrapin Station,
they didn't seem as comfortable
with it as with their older material.
Since this music is structurally
tighter, it offered little room for the·
rambling jams that have always
marked Dead concerts. However,
the piece "Terrapin Station" was
beautiful despite the lack of or·
chestration that's so important to
the the side-long album cut.

ASUNM Speakers and PEC Present

Jerry Garcia's vocals were
perfect Garcia, not the' best voice in
rock, but certainly
one of the more
...
interesting. His guitar work
fluctuated from tasteful fills,
seemingly senseless ramblings,
desperate searchings to occasional
breakthroughs that were absolutely
inspirational. When Garcia finds
what he's looking for ina lead, he's
one of the best guitarists around,
and he found it a few times last·
Friday night. Bol;> Weir offered his
usual imp~essive rhythm work, and
though his voice was bit shaky on
"Sugar Magnolia," his singing on
"Playing In the Band," and ''One
more Saturday Night" was much
stronger than it sounds on record.
Donna Godchaux also gave some
fine vocals though she never really
seemed part of the band. Her solo
on "Sunrise" was especially good
since it gave her a cliance to step out
of her background role and really
let her voice soar.

Grateful Dead magic that has made
Dead concerts so Jegendarv.

It would be easy to go on and on
about the dynamics of the Dead's
musical abilities, but the core of a
Dead concert is in the spirit itself.
Though it took a while in each set,
they inevitably· hit on the old

I
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There was a certain point during
a jam in each set when they would
ignite a spark of energy in the
audience, causing everyone to rise,
almost instinctively. This is no
accident. They worked at il and in
the last set it took two or three
songs before they hit it. The
connection they made with the
audience was almost subliminal.

Gteek youth demonsttate the att of d~nce.

Gtecian FestivQI '77
The Grecian Festival, in its third
year," continues to be an over.
whelming success.
The three-day festival brought a
sampling of Greek culture (music,
food, artifacts, records an~ dance)
to many Albuquerqueans.
A spokesman for Saint George
Greek Orthodox Church said
approximately 20,000 people attended the festival with about half
of them going through the long and
winding lines for meals. Meals
included such items as souvlaki
(pork shish-kabob), chicken

Unfortunately, her husband,
Keith Godchaux, was inaudible
throughout most of the concert.
His keyboard work sounded good
when you could hear it, but that
was so seldom that it was easy to
forget he was part of the band.
Also, the Grateful Dead is the
only band I've seen to make full use
from two drummers. Bill Kreutzmann held down the rhythm while
Mickey Hart played lead drums,
accenting with absolute precision.
Having two .drummers also frees
Phil Lesh from holding down
bottom and gives him room to
make the bass a more visible instrument. His bass runs were
brilliant.

..,"'a"

\

regnato, dolmathes (stuffed grape
leaves), tiropita (cl)eese pastry),
pastichio (macaroni dish) , rice,
salad, etc.
A Greek band from
Phoenix called the Sounds of
Greece provided the lively music for
the festive crowd at the St. George
Community Center.
.
Greek youth, clad in traditional
wear, provided the dancing entertainment, but as the night
progressed everyone took a try at
the fancy steps.

Bouzouki playets ftom Phoenix

,.
•"

Donn~ 'Suntlse' Godchaux
'I
The Dead have always been able to
do this, and their consistency is
simply amazing.

Peggy Daskalos

They are all excellent musicians
but it's the spark they hit with the
audience that makes a Dead concert
so special. This is something
they've never really captured on
record, even on their live albums.

Photo
Stoty
by Geotge

A friend pointed to a line of
about 20 people dancing arm in
arm. "How long has it been since
you've seen that?" he asked. "Too
long, I said."

Gesnet
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Santhe ffioskos, Dena Franglas and Pam ffiaydanl!__

,..

MONDAY
NIGHT
FOOTBALL

October 10, 1977
Popejoy Hall

relax and
watch the game
on one of
our2 TV's

8:15p.m.·
Tickets Available At All Ticketmaster Locations

For every pllcher
of beer purchased

Albuquerque's first major
laser-light experience

during Monday

nights football
game, you receive a
ticket good for One
chance to win a -~
regulation football!

•

with s1 ~00
......_,I

Tickets
saso and saoo
UN M student discount

Game-Time.
Special
$}~0

pitcher
(during game'time only)

HOFBRAU LOUNGE
LOBO photos by

Rhythm guitarist Bob Welt •

GOOfJIO

Gesner

7601 MenaulNE

299-9924
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35-Year

Night~are

Over

Lobos Succumb

to~Devil

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
Perhaps the nightmare ended
0
Saturday night for the Lobo
1'"'J' football team. after a . 45-24
A. drubbing they received at the hands
of Arizona State in a Western
Athletic Conference game.
The loss marked the fourth
consecutive defeat for the Lobos
with the first three losing margins
being 35 points.
· .
The game also marked the end
(for at least the next 10 years) of a
recurring nightmare, as UNM has
not defeated ASU since 1942,
The Sun Devils, who move to the
PAC 10 in 1978, are not scheduled
to play UNM again.
A crowd of 22,310 watched the.
Sun Devils put 17 points on the
scoreboard in the game's first 16
minutes, while the Lobos produced
none.
After ASU's Mark Jones punted

z"'"'

-

Offense

for 52 yards,. UNM quarterback
Noel Mazzone led the Lobos to the
ASU 10-yal'd line, but a delay of
game penalty forced them to settle
for a field goal by Jim Haynes.
But it took just four plays for
ASU to get back on track as Sun
Devil signal caller Dennis Sproul
connected with Ron Washington on
a 69-yard touchdown bomb and
took a 24-3 lead.
Lobo coach Bill Mondt said, "I
was the closest one to him
(Washington) ... no one picked up
Washington in motion."
M~:~zzone, in his finest p~:~Ssing
· series this year, completed passes to
Keith Ellis, Preston Dennard and
then with 25 seconds left in the half,
threw to sophomore Rick Martin
for six points to put them within 14.
Lobo coach Bill Mondt said,
' "We were really up for the second
LOBO photos by
half after Martin's great catch.. :
Mark Koslcovich (21} attacks ASU's Dennis Sproul putting a lid on the long-yardage run.
.but then we couldn't get the ball
away from them at (at the start of
ASU's main man, Frank Kush,
ASU second string quarterback 72 yards on 17 carries, Malone had
the second half)'and they scored."
also gave some kind words to his' Mark Maione, late in the third 68 on eight and Lane had 59 on 14
ASU's great receiver John opposition saying, . "Give New quarter, scampered for 28 yards t.o trips with the ball.
Jefferson caught the 14-yard touch- Mexico a Jot of credit. I thought we the Lobo 14.
ASU compiled 467 yards total
down pass from Sproul that put the had it put a way several times, but
Later, early in the fourth quarter, offense to New Mexico's 361.
Devils ahead 3I-10.
· they'd come back."
on fourth down and three at the
"I told our team all week we were
Ellis fumbled the kickoff return
Ray·B.an and PhotochromE! sun shades
Trailing by 28 points, Mazzone New Mexico seven, James Coffey to move the ball on the ground and
PreScription and Non-prescription
and ASU's Gary Padjen fell on it put on his trowing arm, hitting and safety Mark Koskovich we did. Our defense was something
Best prices~ fast service
on the eight-yard line of the Lobos.
Dave Wyrick for 12 and Dennard stopped Malone for a gain of one.
else and left a lot to be desired,"
Half back Arthur Lane punched for I 3.
Williams, who suffered an ankle Kush said.
it in from the three-yard line and
But the man who did most of the injury in the fourth quarter, bruised
Sophomore defensive end
ASU led by their biggest margin of work was tough Mike Williams, as his way for 104 yards on I9 carries. Charles Baker, who leads the Lobos
the evening, 38-10.
he pounded from the ASU 21-yard Williams was 19th nationally in in tackles, added 12 more to his
"They stuffed it right through us line in three consecutive carries and rushing, averaging I09.2 yards a credit, including four unassisted
most of the night. They made very hit paydirt on his fourth.
game, prior to the ASU contest.
stops.
few mistakes," Mondt said of his
"Williams is just a great back, no
ASU's Bob Pfister, who was an
opponents.
doubt about it;" Kush said.
offensive lineman l~:~St year, was
Mazzone threw 29 times, credited with II tackles, five of
ASU UNM
completed
17 for 214 yards and them solos.
1st dwns rush
19
8
rushed for another 28 yards.
1st dwn pa5s
8
13
Middle
linebacker
Andy
1st dwns pnlty
o
1
Mondt said, "Noel can throw, Wieczorek also had 11 tackles for
68
35
RushAt
Yrds Rush
327
167
and he gotreally good protection." the Lobo cause. "
YdsLossRush
25
20
ASU frumbled four times and
Net Yds Rush
302
147
Wyrick finished the game with
NetYds Pass
16S
214
did not lose any of them, while the most pass receptions with five
Passing
lll-14-0 17-~
UNM lost both of their fumbles and Dennard.added to his long list
Ttl Offns Play
82
64
with ASU turning them tinto of pass receptions three more for41
Total Olfense
467
361
Fmbls·Lst
4-0
2-2
touchdowns.
yards.
Pnlts-Yds
3-26
3-15
Sproul went to the air II times
Pants·Avg
3-40.7
5-39.6
For New Mexico, now perhaps
and completed eight of them for the nightmare is over and they can
ARIZONA STA'IE 45, Nm MEXICO 24
Arizona s~
10 14 If 7-45
137 yards.
Marron Hall
tend to the much softer part of their
New Mexico
0 10 7 7-24
Most of ASU's yardage came schedule beginning next week in the
ASU- Arthur lane 2 run (Steve Hicks
Room 105
kick). ASU - Hicks-49 FG. ASU from their balanced running attack. homecoming game aginst Wichita
George Ptrry 2 run (Hicks ldck). NM • or by mail to:
Jim Haynes 29 FG. ASU- Ron WashingHalfback
Perry rushed for
ton 69 pass from DeMis Sproul (Hicks
UNM Box 20, UNM
ldck). NM - Ricky Martin 26 pass from
. Albuquerque, NM
Noel Mazzone (Haynes ldck). ASU ~ Ron

Broncos Stalemate Frosh 16-16
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
Scoring twice in the fourth
quarter after heing behind the
entire game 16· 8, the UNM frosh
football team's final rally fell short
Saturday afternoon at University
Stadium as the Wolfpups and the
New Mexico Military Institute
Broncos played to a 16-16 tie.
Down by 16 points with five
minutes elapsed in the final stanza,
the frosh defense forced a B-ronco
fumble and UNM corner-back
Sharay Fields pounced on the loose
ball in the end zone.

. Coach GaryGriffith, filling ·infor
the ill Reese Smith, elected to go for
. the two-point conversion.
Frosh quarterback Brad Wright
went up the middle on a quarterback keeper untouched. to put
the pups within striking distance at
16-8.
The frosh had another opportunity to score moments later a~ 1
lJNM defensive back Doug Smith
picked off a Jo_ey Smith pass at the
Bronc46.
Wright drove the Wolfpups
down to the NMMI I I but failed to
con vert leaving the Broncos deep in

their own territory at the 6-yard
line.
The Broncs were also unable to
generate. an offense and were forced
to punt.
NMM punter Sean Weeks
shan ked the punt as a result of the
frosh rush and the Wolf-pups took
.
over at the Bronco 26.
Wright drove the Wolf-pups in
for the tying score with the same
kind of poise former Lobo signal
caller Steve Myer did in 1974 against
Texas Tech.
On first and 10 on the Bronc 17,
Wright scampered in for the score

•

LOBOSTATS

Daily Lobo.Classified
Advertising

JO£ferson 14 pass from Dennis Sproul
(Hicks kick). ASU - Arthur Lane 3 run
(Hicks kick). NM - Mike Williams 2 nm
(Haynes kick). ASU- Ge,>rge Ptrry 14
run (Hicks luck). NM - Noel Mazzone I
run (Haynes kick).
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PIB!Iton Dennard (80} is bumped by a couple of Sun Devils
whlla going up for a pass.
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Recorded Message
Phone 296·8568

catching the NMMI defense off
guard. The Broncos had 12 men on
the field. The extra player tried to
make it off before the snap of the
ball. but was too late. In the confusion, the NMMI defense broke
down giving Wright the perfect
opportunity to score.

The frosh drive ended on the
Bronco 18 as Wright was unable to
line up in time for one more play or
an attempted field goal.

LOBO photos by Phyllis M. Kushner

.o

Turnovers and penalties hurt the
frosh in the first half. A slow offensive game
UNM managed only two first

{i

COPIES3lh"
Overnight

KINKO'S
No Minimum
2.3I2 Cent..SE 268-8515

Colrue:red

WIV"ago.n.
Makers of Hand Mad•
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

i**********************************t

Buffs Outlast Harriers
Koroso said with a smile, "That
·was a good run," and added I'I feel
like starting a new race right now."
Silverberg told his runners before
the meet, "We've got a good team.
If we stick together we'll be okay."
Silverberg, who said he thinks the
way to pick out a good team is to
compare the first-place runner with
the number-five runner; saw in his
runners the same margin as he did
last week of about two minutes.
Colorado's margin was less than

~

downs compared to 10 for the l:t
Broncos who did all their scoring in 8
the first naif . The frosh only )i?
rushed for 31 yards in the first half. .:§'
The frosh also had two passes t"
picked off and lost one fumble
g.

Mike Santiago (31) tries to break a tackle for a gainer.

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Wiler
History replayed itself for the
UNM cross-country teruri Saturday
in a dual meet against Big-8 champs
Colorado at the North Golf course.
Harrison Koroso grabbed first
place for the second time in as
many weeks with a course record of
28:40 over six miles.
The team title went to Colorado,
but UNM, like last week ttad the
potential to take it, losing the team
score by 25-31.
Peter Butler, running even
though ill, as he did in last week's
Oklahoma State Invite, came in
sixth with a timeof29:24.
Sammy Kipkurgat continued his
improvement with a fourth-place
finish and a personal best time of
29:13.
Kipkurgat said, "When track
comes around 1'1! feel super. I feel
good right now." •
The "jinx" struck David Segura
as two men passed him up, affecting the team score.
Last year Segura said, the same
thing happened as UNM lost to
Colorado by one point.
"I ran the best 1 could. I felt
tight. The same jinx two years in a
row •.. " the man from Santa Fe
said, shaking his head.
Stanley Waquie finished 1,1 th in
3!:05 while Segura nabbed ninth
place in 30:21.
Waquie said, "I just didn't run
good, I felt good the first three
miles but the last three got to me.''
Colorado's Mark Spillsbury
finished four seconds b,ehind
Koro.so with teatnmate John
Hunsaker one second behing him in
28:45.
Lobo coach Bill Silverberg told
the runners after the meet,
"Everybody got good times on this
course.''
Colorado coach Dean Brittienham said, "We'll get better.
This was a real confidence builder.
Spillsbury won the National Jr.
Cross-Country race last year.
The Buffaloes have good depth
as six of their runners finished in
the lop 10. Only the tOJJ five
runners score for the lcam.

~

What proved to be the back- ~
breaker
for the frosh was the snap ~
Griffith cal{ed a time out and met
to
UNM
punter Ralph Melbourne (!l
with 'wright to find the play that
that
went
into the end zone giving 0
would tie the game.
the Broncs a safety.
:.,
\0
Wright lined up the offense and
The second half was a tur- :::l
took the snap from center Jerry
Turner. Wright scrambled to his naround though, as the stats all
right side and and found flanker turned in favor of the Wolf-pups.
Carl Foster open for the two-point
In the error-filled second half for
conversion.
the
Broncos, NMMI was penalized
With 2:20 remaining in the game,
Jive
times for 75 yards. The B(oncs
the Wolf-pups elected not to atalso
commited two turnovers, one
tempt an onside kick.
of which the frosh converted for a
The Broncos regained possession score.
on the UNM 20 and could only
The tie put NMMI's record at 2manage to take the ball to midfield
2-1
for the year and the UNM Wolfbefore giving the ball up on fourth
down.
pups 1-I-1.
With 56 seconds left in the game,
Wright tossed a 22-yard pass to
Foster who took it down to the
NMMI 25. Foster was unable to get
out of bounds and the frosh were
forced to use their last timeout.

sunglasses?
•
•

~

~

*

two minutes between Spillsbury's
28:44 and Lundy's 30:12.
Kipkurgat said "I was kind of
tired when I got back from Europe,
but now I'm beginning to feel better
because I've been resting."
The UNM track team 1:15 well as
some basketball players ran with
the long-distance men for two
miles.
UNM will have the weekend off
before they go to Colorado far a
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Ophthalmic Optician
One Day Service Possible

Q-uality Eyewear
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Sammy Klpkurgat running ahead of Peter
Butler.

1410-A Wyoming Blvd. NE
(Wyoming and Constitution)

PILLOW THIS •..
BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
Origl!!ally priced at $23.95- NOW $19.95
limited Supply 32 x 25 x 11
Overstuffed with Polyester Fiber Felt (very comfortable).
Washable with zipper, Qualily craltmanshlp
Please specify (A) Balik Print (Browns and
Blues) (B) Courderoy (Brick Red) or (C) Cour
deroy (Brown). lnlercase additional $4.50.
All orders shipped UPS. Please Include
$2.50 to defray

UN . UITI

Phone: 296-6757
Hours·: Mon.-Fri. 9 : 30 to 5: 30
Sat. 10:00 to 1 : 00

Faculty • Staff • Student Discounts

. _,

,-.
~

1.

Classifieds
PERSONALS

4.

T•tma; ccuh In advance.
Deadflner 12 noon for next day'• paper

HOUSING

Will the person wllo phoned D.L, Gomez on We\1,
momlng, 10/S, please call. again; 242·0370, I am
destitutcwitllout I.D, 10/IS
ROOMMATE NEEDED: must be neat, clean, & rc·
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contrac~p
tion, stcrlllzatjon, abortion. Right to C~oose, 294- · sponsiblc. Gay or straight. 2 bdrm. apt l.n. t:"~E area,
Above average apt., $85.00 plus !!, utdtttes. 2920171. 12/3
2495. 10/10
Stop in for a relaxing drink after class or work - at
F-ROOMMATE W I}NTED, 2 bdrm. house, walking
NED'S! 10/10
distance UNM.- $I 25 .oo & deposit. 247STUDY IN QUITO, Ecuador, at UNM's Andean
3583. 10/JO ~'
Center, Spring 1978. Information, 229 Ortega Hall.
CAMPUS SPEGIAL, I bdrm.,- mostly furnished,
277-2636 10128
yard. Only $119.00. 262-1751, Valley Rentals.
GUYS & DOLLS-University Singles Club is here, If
$30.00 fee, 10/12
•
you like to party, have fun, ·& meet people like
4 BLOCKS TO UNM. Neatly furnished I bdrm.,
yourself, write to us for all the free details. P,O.
$90,00. 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30.00
Box 12669, Gainesville, Florida 32604. 10/10
fee, 10/12
CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736. tfn
WRITER, 26, at end of tragic love affair, seeks
female companion, Likes backpacking, physics,
running, jazz, Mexico, (ennis, and marathon conversations. Please write P,O. Box 4411, AlbuquerPIPES, RARE OLD BRIAR straight grains; Italian &
. que, 87106, I0/12.
British hand workmanship, i.e. the most beautiful
smoke. Savinelli Autograph, Punta Oro, & Deluxe.
WANTED: single woman, 21-30, interested In sailing
GBD and IRC, Call266-3679 eves. 10/13
adventure, Bnhnmas etc. Send resume, photo,
questions to Free Spirit, 'Star Route, Box 133,
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to $60, 441
. Placitas, N. MeiC, 87043 10/14
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10/15
20'1o DISCOUNT to UNM students, faculty and staff
CENTURION SUPER LEMANS; 10-speed. New.
at Foothills Child Development Center, lClnderWill take best offer. Call after 9 p,m., Charles, 242gar(en, pre-kindergarten, pre-schqol and day care
2325, 10/10
available. Excellent facilities. 12~15 Towner NE.
1975 FORD GRANADA. Red, blk. interior,
294-3703 t0/14
$2,700.00. Gold sofa, $65.00. Chairs, $35.00.
HOMECOMING
QUEEN
CORONATION
Stereo, $150,00. Bookcase etc. Tina, 255-4815
tomorrow night nt "That's Entertainment In lCeller
evenings. I0/12
Hall, 7:30p.m. 10/10
G.E. COLOR TV, all transistor, excellent, $160.00. B
LIBERTARIAN STUDENT'S PARTY, officials'
& W Tv, $30.00.268-9153. 10/12
elections, Thurs. Oct. 13th, 7-9 p.m., SUB 231-A
1973 VEGA GT, rebuilt engine, new AIT, AM/FM
forcharter. 10/13
tape stereo, black GT Interior; $1100.00. Student
SURE NICK, let me know when you'll be there so I
needs money, 268·4782 afternoons. 10/12
can make plans. MARY 10/13
RESTORABLE AUSTIN HEALY 3000 1962. Call
WANTED. Active members for The Committee for
Taos 1·758·3421 or243-S321. $500.00. 10/12
the On-going Revolution. Don't just stand there!
27" TAKARA bicycle, S100.00, good shape. Factory
Do somcthingl Join Now! For information write,
picked Lang GS's skis, $75.00. Boots, $25.00. 243COMFORT, 605 W. 47th Street, Kaljsas City, MD,
5321, 10/12
641 12. 10/10
VOICE OF THE THEATRE, Altec A-7 bass cabi-,
nets, New, custom built, reinforced against resonance. Will precisely tunc port for your woofer.
, $2SO.OO for pair. Robin, 256-3475. 10/
1969 BMW 4-spced, 4 cylinder; asking $1 ,soo.oo.
FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233.
Call242·2130 10/Ji
277-5907. fs
1959 403 PEUGEOT, 266-4547. 10/14
LOST KEYS; leather "L.S.U." keychnin. Reward,
299-6941. . 10/12
STONEWARE CLAY, glazes, chemicals; spray
booth, compressor, spray gun, 898-8927. 10/14
LOST: lea1her wallet, holds California Drivers
License, Please call 242-0370 or bring to Marron
Hall, Rm. 105. 10/12
LOST: laundry basket w/clothes. Please leave at Arl
Office or call Christina, 898-7022, 10/12
Work In the PEACE CORPS. Ortega 233. 2775907. fs
WANTED PART TIME help as Security Guards.
Hours flexible. Call S.I.A., 242-5261. 11/14
QA TYPING SERVICE, A complete typing and
PIZZA HUT, 8220 Lomas, needs part time cook to
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
work nights & • weekends. Apply in person
scholastic. Charts& tables. 345-2125. 1212
only. 10/14
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now.
PART TIME, 6-10 p.m., six women to do phone
Call PENM 842-5200. tfn
work. Earn $3.00 to SJ.SO per hr. in salary &
bonu,es. Contact Frank Panzer at Howard John·
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus. 296-8564. fs
son Motor Lodge, 243·5693. 10/14
TYPING, 1st quality. 883-7787. 10/11
PART TIME, evenings & weekends, 10·15 hours per
SERVE In the Peace Corps. Ortega 233, 277·
week. Neat, pcrsilnablc. Rug Crafters- Coronado
5901, fs
Centtr. 10/14
EXPERT TYPING, 266-4567. 10/JO
SPANISH LESSONS& tutoring, all levels. Call3440334. 10/10
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS, Segovia method,
Beginners wekome. 266-9291. 10/12
FAMOUS QUJVIRA BOOKSHOP and Photography
Gallery is V> block from Johnson Gym on Cornell.
Special order service. 10/10
HELP WITH PAPERS.- Typing, editing, revision,
research. 281-3001. 10/13
EDITORIAL ASSISTANCE on dissertations,
reports, proposals, scripts. Fraucnglass Associates,
344-8344. 11/18
LEGAL SERVICES. UN~ Law School Clinical Law
Program offers legal services fQr students and staff,
Furnished by qualified law students under faculty
supervision. Availability limited to those whose
assets and income do not exceed established guidelines. $2.00 registration fcc. Call277-2913 Or 2773604 for information and appointments. 10/10

5.

2.

FOR SALE·

LOST AND FOUND

6.

Opportunity to participate In
research
.

,Rates: 15c pe, word per dc.y, Jl minimum.
5 or more con·secutlve days,,
9c per word pet ~c.y
(no refunds If cc.nc,led before 5 Insertions).

EMPLOYMENT

ma11on:llaii rm. 105 •

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES, Math,
physics, business and engineering majors, Openings '
in nuclear power, engineering, aviation, business
management, and civil engineering, Starting pay.
and allowances $1 1,000, Bonuses _in select fields.
Medical and dental care provided, Navy Officer
Programs. Contact the Placement Office for a personal interview, Oct. lith & 12th. 10/10
ATTENTION PRE-MED STUDENTS: Full Medical
School scholarships available - tuition, fees, plus
$400 per month, Write Navy Medi<;al Programs
Officer, P.O. Box 8667, Albuquerque, NM 87108,
or eall766-2335. 10/10
JUNIOR AND SENIOR ENGINEERING
MAJORS. QualiHed individuals can receive $600 a
month during their senior year and earn a position
as a Nuclear Power Engineer. Contact Placement
Office for a personal interview with Navy Nuclear
Power Manager, Oct. I lth& 12th. 10/10

7.

TRAVEL

CAR POOL TO SCHOOL! I.T.C, 12·6, 265981!0. 10/18
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS? Think .now, fiy lalerl
Reservations at Intercontinental Travel Centre, 12·
6. 265-9860. 10/18
DENVER.FRANKFURT Christmas Charter,
$445.00 round trip, Reservations Intercontlnenjal
Travel Centre, 12·6. 265-9860. 10/18

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

ATTENTION Blacks, Chicanos, Native Americans,
men - the College of Nursing Minority Program
has tutoring available for Chem. Ill & Chern. 212;
Rio: 237 & Bio. 239; Math 102; & Nurs, 239. Call
277-2507 or come to North Campus, Nursing/
Pharmacy Bldg., Rm. ISS. 10/1 I
CHEAP WATERBEDS! Water Trips. $89,95 buys
you I) dark walnut stained frame, 2) safety liner, 3)
foam comfort pad, 4) any size mattress with 3-year
guarantee: $89.95. 3407 Central NE. 255·
2289. I 1/1
HELP I I'm a wheelchair pedestrian trapped on cam·
pus- no way to get across Cent rail I 0/12
HANDSTITCH CO-OP, quality handmade clothing.
2000 Central SE. New ·members always
welcome. 10/14
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN7 We do the cooking &
cleaning, you do the studying. 303 Ash NE, 2432881. 10/10

9.

$2.00/hr. tor B hrs. Research InVolves
listening to lists of words In Spanish &
English. Only requirements are fluency In
both_ languages, Spanish learned first &
English learned as a child,
266·0320 after 5PM or weekends.

TO DAY'S CROSSWORD. PUZZ~E
ACROSS
I Saratoga, for
one
4 Struck hard
9 U.S, ski
resort
14 Achieve by
effort
15 Linden trees
16 Concreted
mineral
matter
1 7 Bend
inward
19 Company of
lions
20 Threaded
pin
21 Mild oath
22 Family
member:
lnfo(mal
23 Airtight
closure
24 USMA man
26 Fashionable:
Slang
29 Neighbor of
· Miss.
31 Tumor:
Suffix
32 Being: Sp.
33 Karen
Magnussen,
for one
36 Partially:
Prefix
38 Needlefish
39 Ridges on
bolts
41 Sneaking
coward
43 "I smell a
:---1"

44 Vertical
structure
46 Rents under
oontract
47 Allied by
nature
49 Anthropoid
50 "To--- is
human"
51 Hausfrau
52 Flings.
54 Snatch
58 Sort of:
Suffix
60 Brazilian
city:
Informal
61 1954 pact:
Abbr.
62 Ipso----64 Worship
66 Aspen
67 Dakota
dialect
68 Compass
point
69 Ven!ures
70 Anc1~nt
chanot
71 As you say
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Puzzle Solved:

L I p TAL 0 N L 0 B E
A I DA A G 0 R A A v 0 N
T AL L ARS E N I c A ND
ARE
E L
MI L E S
A
T 0 WE R F A N
A S P I R E D R I GG I NG
R A I N E
T A R 0 IR 0 IE
M U L E
DR UP E DAT A
E DE R I 0 T D I E T E R
D I S T AN T s u c c E S S
R I G Lf!i:E· R
5 A G AS
SER
DEP 0 T
C L 0 SESHAVE
AL T0
AM A H 'E lA IS E IB IS IE II IR
E ME Ry
DA L y
EIA I~ II
f

~If

7 Shipworms
8 Highly'
regarded
9 Snakes
10 Fabric having colored
bands
11 Chlorine, for
one:2
words
1 2 Foot bailer
13 Originally
DOWN
named
1 -----guards: 18 Connect
24 Of the heart
Vatican
25 Mexican
force
dishes
2 ----- -nez:
Eyeglasses 27 I nt'ent gaze
3 Bone .
28 Flocks
cavities
30 Jump
4 Taking a
Inward
long time
33 ----- vote:
.51004, of old •
Unofficial
· poll
6 The last of
anything
34 Brownish

color '
35 Craftsman
37 Tributary of
the Elbe
40 Disjoined
42 Desired goal
45 Lives in a
place
48 Cuddle
53 Sounds a
horn
55 Ontario's
-----River
56 Do .penance
57 Studi~s for
an exam
59 Does
garden
work
61 Shade of
gray
62 Temporary
craze
63 Arab cloak
65 Seafood

FELINES

FREE- 3 male kittens, 243-4102.
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N M Daily Lobo

Heav'y use of our present telephone systetn has
caused complaints of difficulty in calling the Daily
Lobo. To ease the problem we have gone to a new
rotary telephone system. The change has necessated

I

the assignment of a new telephone number to Student
Publications. We now have a single number (277-5656)
which will reach all of our offices-news to advertising.
We apologize for any inconvience

\

